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About This Content

So we asked the guys at Team Meat if they would be cool with us making a Dr. Fetus skin for Admiral Swiggins. They told us
"awesome. do as you wish with it :)", so here's what would have happened if Swiggins went to Med School instead of War
School. He still ends up as an Admiral in the Navy, somehow - but now with an extra degree and a violent hatred against

jumping pieces of bloody meat.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Admiral Swiggins in Awesomenauts. You need to have Admiral Swiggins available as a
playable character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Admiral Swiggins, PHD Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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NOPE NOPE NOPE!!!

JUST DONT BUY IT!!

Friend gifted me the game cause he doesnt know how money works!!

As i say in CAPS. This game is it not worth! No servers, no customization of your keybindings, no matter how high ur turn ur
graphics still♥♥♥♥♥♥
This has been developed by 13year old guy. Okay GG MATE but learn to make a better game. Still loads of buggs and nothing
gets fixed. Money ♥♥♥♥♥. Union Pacific
. For 0,79€ You can't do anything wrong here if you like sexy anime girls and games where the only goal is to evade any kind of
projectile which is shot at you from food with silly faces.

There are 2 downsides I see:
1 No Achievements, but thats ok
2 Some Projectiles seem to be a bit wider in their hitbox than you see

The nude patch is free btw.

I would love more poses of the girls though :D. I’m at the stage of life when if a girl says no to me, I’m profoundly grateful to
her.. I'm glad I bought this game on sale. It was worth the $5 I paid for it, but not much more, It kept crashing at specific points,
and I've even seen the screen go competely crazy and be covered with streched polygons, Only recommend when it's cheap..
This is fun to play. Upgrades every 4 seconds. It's like a space shooter but with mans instead... and jumping.. Simple Fun with
great visuals and sound, I loved the customized fell to it and that you dont have to pay to get a good ship just play!. This Game
got some Great potential it would be cool to see some people playing it because the Devolopers are putting some Great effort in
this game.
Would be nice to see what it becomes with a solid playerbase.
Overall it is at this point a cool Game wich is fun to play with some friends.. Excellent! The game was entertaining, fun and
interesting at the same time! I love the artstyle, the references and... What am I even trying to say?! It's a small tiny masterpiece!
Love it! Recomended!
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This is the homework assignment that destiny copied all it's answers from. But also it's funny.. Don't buy this, the developers
hve completety abandoned all support and there's a problem with the installation of Questviewer.exe for almost everyone who
buys it via Steam - It can't start the game until that's fixed & installed (which probably won't happen due to lacking support).. Ha
ha ha. The Quest for Moe's is silly and fun. I got me some queso and burritos! The sound design had me laughing too.. So just
bought this game...

How do I start this, from the crew in the station (NPC's) saying hello 100000 times when you go near the station, then you think
you get away from that when you enter a unit to go out on a call and the NPC beside you keeps repeating and repeating what
they are saying the whole time.

Then I go and mistakenly pick up breathing apparatus in the station, went back and spammed E trying to get it out of my hands
again because I wasn't allow back into the unit to go out on a fire, so obviously I then failed my shift and had to restart it all over
again.

Next thing, at night time you would think the NPC cars on the road would turn on their lights.. yes? .. well no, because they are
all wearing night vision seemly.

I paid £14.99 today for this and I've made a ticket to Steam based on the fact that this Simulator/Game shouldn't even be
considered in BETA nevermind a proper game.. it's Alpha at its best and even at that it's a very very early version.

I could go on and on, the physics of the fire engines.. I mean doing 120 KMH around corners? one steady engine noise so no
sound of acceleration, the water looks like a white smoke.. my god I could keep listing, if you happen to read these forums
before buying.. save the money and spend it on a carton fire game, you will get better details and a less bugged game for the
money.

It's a disgrace that Steam have this for sale. I'm praying for a miracle and perhaps if it's granted I will get a refund, I mean this
really really is a huge disgrace.

Stay away from this game, don't make the same mistakes. 3/10 and that's being honest and very generous.. While it's a tad bit
pricey in it's current state (at least for me, as frugal as I am), I'm really impressed by the quality (especially graphics-wise) of
this game.

It feels good to move and shoot, there's a feeling of satisfaction upon completing a challenging level (similar to Hotline Miami
in some respects), and the Anomaly mode is a ton of fun.

It's also worth noting that the developer is quite heavily involved in the community hub, regularly responding to all kinds of
criticism, both positive and negative.

In this day and age, the indie game scene is really taking the PC market by storm, and while this game doesn't have as many
maps as I would like it to, I think this a good game to show people who believe that the indie market can't produce fun little
things such as this.. SO I bought this game three days ago and just finished my first run where I go through everything with the
DLC and to me it was worth every penny. for my first run I just put in 27 hours getting self sustaining and not having to send
countless ships to and from my planet. This was on the easiest difficulty and I loved it. It was really relaxing and at no point did
I feel it was unfair or that I was being screwed over. It has room for improvement but if they keep updating this game, I wont
stop playing it.. quot;...If we do not question our reality, we cannot understand it.
Without understanding, we shall forever walk in darkness, unable to enact change."

A journey that kept me hooked for its intriguing storyline and plot twists.
The character development is great (Considereing that there are 16+ playable characters)
But with every movie with so much cast, the later part of the games lacks much interaction or developement between the many
characters... But the story more than makes up for it.

The gameplay was to my liking, it was challenging at first but proper strategizing made all the difference.
Usually i would select favs of a pool of characters and stick with them, but this game pushes you (In a good way) to utilize most
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if not all of them. (But you have ample opportunities to level the characters, so I didn't find it difficult)

Trying to get all the achievements (Currently at 80%) and about 80 hours of ingame play. Time and Money well spent!
Looking forward to future projects from you guys :). Parkour at its apex.
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